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The presence of the wolf adds immeasurable
richness and a wilderness spirit to the
landscape. One need not see a wolf to benefit
from his presence; it is enough to know that
there is the possibility of discovering one on
some distant ridge. It is enough to know that
the wolf still makes his home in this
beautiful wilderness region to
which he contributes vividness,
color, and adventure.

— Adolph Murie
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I

n a faded red 90-year-old log cabin perched on a cliff overlooking the
Yellowstone River, the jangle clatter of a bedside alarm rings out in the

middle of the night. The clock says if s 3:05 a.m. The March '98 calendar says
if s two days before spring, but in Yellowstone at this hour if s nothing but
winter. Minutes later, a single overhead kitchen lamp spreads light out over the
small, simple kitchen. Water in a pan gurgles on the old electric stove, and
raisin English muffins heat up in a Toast-R-Oven. Bob Landis, with his trimmed
mustache and bearded face that tapers off to a prominent chin, sits on a wood
chair and pulls up a wool sock. An electric floor heater sits on the cracked and
aging linoleum floor and blows heat at the man preparing for another day.

Outside, if s snowing lightly in the small mountain town nestled up against the
north entrance of Yellowstone National Park. At 5,280 feet above sea level,
Gardiner, Mont., sits in a depression in the land. Compared to Yellowstone's
Swan Flats, 2,000 feet uphill and seven road miles away, there is little snow here.
Gardiner is positioned in the rain shadow of 11,000-foot Electric Peak, the most
prominent mountain to the west.

March is one of the quieter months in Gardiner. During the summer, the town
and its 800 residents are bombarded with tourists. Despite the hordes of
outsiders, the town maintains an informal, friendly feel. Those who reside in
1
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Gardiner are a mix of business owners, hunting outfitters. Park Service
employees and workers who commute a few miles up the mountain to the
Jardine gold mine. For a wildlife cinematographer like Landis, Gardiner
remains the closest thing to heaven. Antelope race across the rolling brown hills
just south of town. And Gardiner sits in the heart of elk winter range. During
the snowy season, one might drive by a motel sign stating, "DISCOUNT
WINTER RATES." Below, the sign announces, "ELK STAY FREE." During
September or October, a filmmaker in search of an elk fight need not travel any
farther than the greenest feedlot in town — the high-school football field — where
two bull elk smash their antlers together under the goal post At the other end of
the field, receivers run crossing pass patterns in search of a quarterback's bomb.

At 3:35 a.m., Landis climbs behind the frozen steering wheel of his little
hatchback. It's chock-full of cords and 16 mm film containers, metal boxes
crammed with cameras and zoom lenses, a large tripod, wolf research reports
and yesterday' s mail. The engine whines. Two minutes later, he cruises by a
herd of town elk bedded in the snow. Chewing their cud, 20 brown heads turn
as one, following the movement of Landis' car as it zooms through the north
entrance of Yellowstone.

From there, the road winds along a little river before climbing a steep hill to
Mammoth Hot Springs, four miles away. Landis turns left at the first and only

junction in the sleepy town, then drops down a long hill before crossing an
icy bridge. Finally, the Subaru warms from a frosty 20 degrees to something
above 60. Landis unzips his coat He four-wheels it up the snow-covered road
into the wintry hills of the Blacktail Deer Plateau. Headlights illuminate flits of
flying snow.

Today's trip is a rough rerun of the last 139 days. Landis' goal is to film wolves
for a National Geographic one-hour special. He's also the producer-cameraman
on this project. This is Landis' second Geographic film, the first being a coyote
film that aired three years ago. Landis has made more than 10 professional
wildlife films which have aired also on the TV series, "Nature" and around the
world. What sets him apart from other filmmakers is capturing unique wildlife
moments. For example, one of his films shows Yellowstone coyotes forming
packs, much like wolves, to prey on the park's abundant elk. Landis has filmed
ravens rolling barrel-style down a snowbank and coyotes hunting as cooperative
partners with badgers — rare scenes others ever see.

Landis' contribution to the documentation of Yellowstone compares with
historic park photographers from the late 1800s. Today his films are in the same
league as those of Wolfgang Bayer and Hugh Miles, although Landis is not as
well known. Landis' job this day is to locate and film Yellowstone's wolves, and
to document what has become his trademark: capturing on film eye-popping
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moments of wild animals doing the remarkable.

*

*

A

s a bright-eyed 11-year-old, Landis took his first pictures of ducks and
geese while photographing with his dad. ""We built a blind in a haystack,

then the geese and ducks would fly over and land in front of the haystack to feed.
We hovered down in that blind for a couple of days and it was amazing to see
thousands of geese — snow geese and blue geese and Canadians — all flying over our
heads, much like black-and-white clouds moving across the sky." For years the boy
would pursue birds and animals with a bullet, but one day he would shoot instead
with a camera.

Throughout Landis' teen-age years, he was an ardent duck and pheasant hunter. By
his early 20s, he had killed deer, grizzly bears, caribou, mountain sheep and goats.
Although he packed a still camera and eventually a movie camera on his hunts, his
purpose in life was to hunt trophy-size sheep. By age 25, Landis had graduated
with a master's degree in math. Married the year before, he found a teaching job in
Appleton, Wis. After school let out that spring, 1965, Landis and his new bride
drove west They pointed their Dodge toward the Rocky Mountains and traveled
to Yellowstone. The math teacher made his first Yellowstone elk pictures near
Madison Junction, not knowing that one day he would make America's oldest
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national park his home, a place where he would become something of a fixture
as ubiquitous as the lodgepole pines.

After a stop in Glacier National Park, the couple drove the pothole-ridden Alaska
Highway through northern British Columbia. In those urmamed mountains that
march off in all directions, Landis and his father had hunted grizzly and wild sheep
a dozen times, a time when hunting was as meaningful as taking a breath.

Before hunting season that year. Bob and Connie explored Alaska for the first time.
The couple had plaimed to spend one week in McKinley National Park, but the
park's abundant wildlife and stunning beauty held them for most of the summer.
Living out of a dripping-wet lO-by-10 umbrella tent. Bob would leave each day to
search for caribou or wolves, maybe a moose or Dall sheep, or perhaps a bear. The
frequent Alaskan summer rains didn't bother Connie, though. "There may not be
sun, but there was lots of light So we didn't mind that at all," she said. Connie
often traveled with her husband. Together, they toted backpacks up seemingly
endless, glacial valleys. Sometimes, though, Connie remained behind and foimd
other things to occupy those 20-hour Alaskan days. "Some days I would stay in
camp and do wifey things, like laundry and baking. I also liked to draw and paint"
The couple discovered they couldn't live another summer without living in the land
of Mount McKinley, the "High One." Over the next decade, they returned nine
more times to the tundra sprawled beneath North America's highest mountain to
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film all things wild.

Until 1965, 95 percent of Landis' photography came from documenting hunting
trips or taking snapshots of sheep in northwestern Canada. In McKinley Park,
however, and with the forbearance of an aging stone, he would successfully
zoom in on wild animals doing extraordinary things. In the shadow of 20,000foot Mount McKinley, Landis would film one of his most important moments: a
grizzly bear shredding a caribou as her bristly cubs watched with saucer-sized
eyes.

Landis learned that national parks offered an experience unlike hunting on
public or private land: Animals were more abundant and less alarmed. In the
expanse of a trillion arctic-grown berries, Landis learned the art of waiting: all
day, all week, or for the entire summer, if necessary. Eventually, he would take
an image of a wolf chasing a bear or of a bear chasing a wolf.

Besides realizing that persistence pays in the profession of wildlife filmmaking,
Landis, a devoted hunter at heart, learned from a naturalist that an animal was
something more than a trophy to hang on the wall. During the next four
McKinley Park summers, Landis shared a friendship with a man who helped
instill a fundamental philosophy within him.
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*

*

*

I

f s four-thirty in the morning. Landis is parked along Yellowstone's Lamar
Road, not far from Cooke City, Mont. He sits in the dark with both windows

rolled down, wearing an Eskimo-style parka, wool pants and winter boots. At
6,800 feet elevation, if s only 15 degrees. A cord runs from a tape deck and out
the passenger seat window to a furry microphone. The directional mike is
jammed into an embankment of snowpacked ice made by a snowplow. The
mike is aimed downhill. With the aid of headphones and an amplifier, Landis
tunes into the night sounds, but hears nothing. About lOO'yards below, an elk
carcass is strung out on the snow under a conifer tree. If s too dark to see, but
Landis knows if s there. Last evening at this location, he filmed a black wolf
flinging a live vole into the air as a raven looked on. This morning he hopes to
record the sounds of predators crunching bones, snarling over the dead elk
before the disturbance of auto traffic.

5:05 a.m.: A small animal darts over the ice embankment and scurries across the
road. Landis quickly flips the headlight switch. The sudden light startles a red
fox with a morsel of elk meat clenched in its teeth.

5:15 a.m.: With the aid of the headphones, Landis hears an owl hoot far off in the
distance. After removing the headphones and his fur-lined cap, he stretches his
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neck out the car window, exposing his brown-haired head to the cold. He
listens. Silence.

5:26 a.m.: Through the headphones, Landis hears wolves howl far off in the
distance. He again jams his head out the window, listening, trying to judge how
close they are. The silence is deafening.

5:30 a.m.: Subtle daylight. Ravens' voices crackle. From the direction of Cooke
City, a slow moving pair of pickup headlights comes closer. The truck rolls to a
stop just beyond Landis' car and sits in the dark. The driver, a wannabe wildlife
filmmaker, knows to trail Landis because the Geographic cameraman will
usually be near wolves. The man in the truck waits.

6:15 a.m.: If s light enough to film. From days of cold and sun, Landis' face is
permanently tinted crimson. He peers over the embankment to find the elk
carcass fully intact. Surprisingly, few animals have torn into the wolf-killed
meat. Landis packs his sound equipment, turns the car around and drives 11
miles west to search for wolves.

*

*

*
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A

lthough if s mid-summer 1973, the season's first snow decorates 600

miles of the Alaska Range in white. A small group of people gather,

including Landis, at a bridge near a braided stream in McKinley Park. A bull
caribou stands in the water. Some say that a wolf scratched up the wounded
animal, but nobody had actually witnessed the attack.

The 33-year-old Landis sets up his camera, attaches a small zoom lens and waits.
Two hours later, a person sitting on the bridge yells, "'A sow and two cubs are
coming up the river." Landis is ready. From his position, he can fiU the camera
frame with caribou.

The golden-brown grizzly bear sees the lone bull and breaks into a sprint Rolling.
The caribou retreats into the shallow stream and uses his formidable branch-like
antlers to fend off the attacking bear. The caribou charges, nearly pushing the sow
into her two cubs. Cubs scatter. After a brief wrestling match, the caribou breaks
the sow's powerful grip and flees across the stream, easily out-dashing the bear.
Still Rolling.

The escape seems all too easy. But the caribou stops running, then turns to face
another assault. Across the river the bear uses its powerful front legs as wrestler's
arms. Rising to her hind legs, the bear tangles her arms into the caribou' s rack,
using her weight to drag the bull into the river. Landis runs out of film. The bear's
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weight and power is too much. The caribou, nearly twice the size of the bear,
flips over into the stream. The bear bites and boxes the fallen animal. The animal's
head is imderwater. Landis' camera starts rolling urith tieivfilm. Legs flail as the
overturned caribou drowns. The caribou goes limp. With her teeth, tlie grizzly bear
pulls and jerks and drags the carcass out of the water. She begins her hard-earned
meal. Stop rolling.

"After the bear killed the caribou and the excitement quieted down, I just sat there
and shook," Landis said. Before that, I had filmed a wolf killing a calf caribou, but it
wasn't the same intensity. I thought about what I saw there that day for a very long
time."

Although Landis had to splice his footage with another cameraman's film to
build a complete sequence, the grizzly-caribou encounter, in due time, would
capture the attention of renowned wildlife film producers and catapult the
young filmmaker's career. Seizing such special moments on film, violent
encounters between predator and prey, became a trademark of Landis' work
and helped establish his identity.

Last winter Landis filmed Yellowstone wolves accepting a new leader into their
pack. Gene Ball, the former director of the Yellowstone Institute, saw a clip of
Landis' work. He said Landis' footage of the Druid pack showed the wolves

accepting a new alpha male into their group, unique and biologically
significant behavior. "That was an aesthetically stunning piece of work," he
said.

Ball compares Landis' documentation of Yellowstone's wildlife and natural
beauty to the work of William H. Jackson and Frank J. Haynes, photographers
from the late 1800s who produced some of the most familiar photographs of the
park. Today's heightened interest in wildlife has created a demand for intricate
wildlife imagery of Yellowstone Park, and Landis does that better than anyone.
"If s hard for us standing here in our own time to put historical perspective on
this, but just look at how many years Bob has been doing this, and how much
stuff he has produced, and how many unusual things he's captured."

There are plenty of talented photographers and cinematographers around today.
Ball says, and Landis is among the most outstanding of Yellowstone's imagemakers. "I think the body of work and what you can learn from it and how
representative it is of current issues related to the park — Landis is tops."

What makes his work so special is Landis' tenacity, said Dale Johnson, Landis'
filming and editing partner of 16 years. To catch the appearance of otters near
Yellowstone Lake, Landis rose at 3 o'clock day after day in January and drove a
snowmobile, in the dark, at 30 below zero. Landis would arrive just before

sunrise and wait all day for an otter to appear in a certain hole in the ice,
hoping to film a coyote stealing its fiish. Usually, nothing happened. But on two
occasions, when the sun was going down and it was too dark to film, the otter
emerged from his hole crunching on a fish. "Then it happened again," Landis
said. "A coyote appeared out of nowhere and stole the otter's fish before I had
time to sneeze."

*

*

*

A

t six-thirty in the morning, two members of Yellowstone's wolf research

crew pull up next to Landis' car. The biologist tells him that radio

signals of several members of the Druid Peak pack are coming from across the
Lamar River between Soda Butte and the Lamar Ranger Station. Landis again
turns the car around and drives east.

7:01 a.m.: Two miles east of the Lamar Ranger Station, a government truck is
parked along the road. Inside, two men point the antennae toward the hills to
the south. Landis' car rolls to a stop. If s mostly overcast, but a few rays of
sunlight burn holes in the clouds and light up patches in the valley floor.
Through binoculars, Landis scans the hills rising from the snow-covered flats.
Three more cars stop, apparently wolf-watchers. Landis then spots three wolves
trotting along a ridge more than a half-mile distant

7:10 a.m.; Landis locks his 16mm film camera onto the stout black tripod and
swings the cannon-sized lens to the right. The 5-foot-lO, 58-year-old rotates the
lens ring and focuses on a grayish wolf walking slowly on the ridge. With the
image frame half full of canine, he pushes a button and the camera quietly clicks
off a few frames of the animal walking to the right. The wolf wears a radiocollar around its neck, but the animal's thick fur hides the device from the
camera's lens. The wolf disappears behind a patch of conifer trees.

7:20 a.m.: The wolf is gone. Landis quickly tears down his camera and stuffs his
tripod in the car. In anticipation of the moving wolf, he drives a few hundred
yards west and leaves the gathering crowd behind. From his new vantage point,
Landis hopes the wolf will reappear in a draw below the timber. He scans the
hills. Within minutes, the wolf-watchers pile into their vehicles and follow
Landis to his new position. The filmmaker grimaces.

Several wolf-watchers gather near Landis. A mother and daughter ask him if they
can have their picture taken with him. A broad smile rolls across Landis' face and
his cheeks turn more crimson then usual. Bashfully, he grants their wish.

The wildlife filmmaking profession is sometimes perceived as an alluring
occupation. "I'd love to do what you do," someone will tell Landis. The reality
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is plain hard work. The demands of travel make it difficult to have a family,
go to the mall or to a movie, play softball or attend church, or help with a child's
homework. Landis is seldom home and doesn't have children. Connie lives 177
miles away in Billings, and he's rarely home for birthdays and holidays.

Landis' filming partner believes his defining characteristic is his dedication to
his work. "There are many, many people who would like to do what Bob does they think. But there's nothing that prevents people from doing what Bob does,
except they really don't want to do it as bad as Bob," Johnson said.

During one of Connie's art exhibits, she urged Bob to visit the show because it
was one of her best. Landis showed up for the last 15 minutes on the last day of
the exhibit. "But he got there," she said.

Another time Connie and one of her teaching friends had worked together five
years before Bob showed up at school one day. The teacher pretended like she
was blind, and went up to Bob and put her hands on his shoulders and touched
around his face, before saying, "This is what Bob Landis looks like." Bob's face
turned bright red. Connie said she's learned to have many interests and to make
a life of her own. "I was determined to not turn into a shrew and harp about it.
What is the divorce rate among photographers? I bet it's pretty high."
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Besides living a solitary life, a wildlife filmmaker learns to do without.
Landis may find it difficult to find a shower. And those who choose to work in
the northern climes, despite warm clothing, frequently find themselves chilled
and sometimes experience frostbite. Landis' fingertips are permanently numb.

Moreover, filmmaking is expensive: A professional quality 16mm film camera,
with all of the assorted lenses and gadgets, can easily exceed $50,000. It takes
only 11 minutes to burn up a $200,100-foot roll of film. Starting his career on a
high-school teacher's salary, Landis learned to use discretion when exposing
film.

7:40 a.m.: The hunt for wolves goes on. The researchers' radio signals of the
Druid pack still come from where everyone is looking. Landis again tears down
his camera, packs his lens and tripod, and once more drives the park road
toward Cooke City to the elk carcass site. The filmmaker pulls partially off the
road in a snowpacked ditch. He walks quietly over to the embankment and
peeks at three coyotes standing 200 yards away from the carcass. The canines
glare at the intruder.

Filmmaking can be a solitary and monotonous existence, and life is often
dictated by the amount of daylight. After a long summer day, he might not
retire until after 11. Landis rarely watches television, except during the "dark
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months" when there is less daylight. He has never watched one of his films
on television. If he watches anything, it will be the Packers. He's a Wisconsin
boy, and Landis follows his team with a passion that ranks with filming a wolf.

8:10 a.m.: The rumble and scraping of a distant snowplow spurs Landis to move
his car to the other side of the road. Five coyotes move about 500 yards off the
carcass, keeping their eyes fixed on the wolf-killed meat. The large, powerful
truck nears, then stops in the middle of the road. It's not a snowplow, but a
mammoth-sized garbage truck. A man with a green Park Service uniform
swings open the heavy door and climbs down to the road. He looks at Landis.
Then he points in the direction of where he had come, and yells, "There's a black
wolf standing near the road about a mile back." Landis grins, then yells,
"Thanks." Landis had never spoke with the man before.

8:21 a.m.: Near the entrance to Pebble Creek Campground, Landis stands behind
his tripod on the side of the road with his right eye pressed tightly against the
eyepiece. He's focused full-frame on a black wolf walking very slowly up a
snow-covered hill. Rolling. The animal with a white splotch below the neck takes
one step forward and stops, then turns his head and gazes back at Landis. Still
rolling. Then the wolf looks down at the snow, tilts his head sideways and
listens. Mousing? Still rolling. The wolf takes another step forward, stop, tilts
the head, listens. Still rolling. The animal is apparently not interested in Landis
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or the other photographer who shadows Landis' movements. The wolf
discontinues his sonar of the snow and paces slowly uphill through scattered
aspen. Still rolling. Then it walks over a hill and disappears into the spruce and
fir. Stop rolling. Without speaking, both filmmakers pack their gear, choosing
not to follow the wolf, possibly displacing the animal's natural movements.
Both cameramen go their separate ways.

andis didn't always hunt animals with a camera. In his early days he
pursued them with a gun. Forty-seven years ago. Dr. Ralph Landis placed
a rifle and a fishing pole into his son's peewee hands. Together, they shot ducks
and hooked trout and took pictures of wild animals. Dr. Landis and his son
booted their way through stubble fields in search of pheasants. They slogged
through marshes and listened for beating wings. The elder Landis had three
primary pastimes apart from his demanding medical practice: himting, making
hunting films, and football. Although Dr. Landis hunted bears, sheep and birds,
hunting ducks was his favorite. "Looking up at ducks was his life ambition," said
his son.

Bob was bom five years after his closest sibling. Two sisters and an athletic brother
preceded him. "Ym sure I was an accident," he said. During Bob's early childhood.
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his father was extremely busy with his medical practice, and his brother was
nine years older. As Bob grew older, however, his father's interest in hunting
influenced him. The sport offered common ground.

As a young teen-ager. Bob rode with his dad on their first horseback trip. They
went into the Bob Marshall Wilderness. One horseback trip led to another, and
before long they packed rifles and cameras into the rugged mountains of British
Columbia, where Bob killed a trophy-sized caribou that made the Boone and
Crocket Club record book.

In Bob's late teens and early 20s, hunting big-game animals in British Columbia
became the highlight of each year. During an August sheep hunt. Dr. Landis and
his son spotted three grizzly bears. After stalking the bruins, Bob's task was to shoot
the big one. He killed the bear on the first shot But the other two grizzlies didn't
want to leave their fallen friend. Dr. Landis shot the second bear, then Bob shot the
third. But the last bear wouldn't die and started bawling. "It was a heart-rendering
experience," Landis said. Back then, the hunters thought they had shot three adult
bears. Landis now believes they killed a grizzly bear family — a sow with two large
yearlings or maybe 2-year-old cubs. "1 never shot another bear after that Although
we had plenty of opportunities during future hunting trips to shoot bears, I never
did. It was a terrible experience."
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Before hunting season in 1963, Landis got married. "Right from the get-go I
told my new bride that we've got this hunting trip planned and I've got to go on it,"
he said. Three weeks after his marriage, Landis and his dad drove northwest to
British Columbia, dreaming of large-headed sheep. The 23-year-old shot a ram with
horns that measured 41 inches, finally accomplishing his long-held goal. After
hunting season, father and son spent Sundays watching football in Green Bay, and
together, they consumed cold winter nights splicing film of their horseback trips into
the mountains of British Columbia. Together, they made a film called, "The Search
for the 40-Inch Ram."

Meanwhile, Bob graduated with a master's degree in mathematics and landed a job
teaching math and coaching football at his high school alma mater in Appleton.
Before hunting season in 1965, Bob and Connie drove to Yellowstone and Glacier
National Park, then motored further north to visit Alaska for the first time. The
highlight of their summer was an extended stay in McKinley Park, a place where he
launched a more serious wildlife fiLmmaking effort

Two years later Connie got the itch to move west She talked her husband into
moving to a place more wild, where the hills grew loftier than Wisconsin. The
young couple landed teaching jobs in Billings. Bob's new job relieved him of
coaching football, freeing up more autumn days to hunt
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Landis spent that first year in Montana either scouting for places to hunt sheep
or ducks. Compared to the land where he grew up, Montana was hunting heaven.
In Wisconsin, if he saw one buck it was remarkable. In Montana, bucks seemed to
be as ordinary as people, and the fish were bigger too. "Instead of catching those
Wisconsin hatchery fish, we caught the 15-inchers that were as wild as ever.
Montanans told us we should have been here 10 years ago, but compared to
Wisconsin, Montana seemed like paradise."

In 1969, after filming most of the summer in McKinley Park, Landis hunted for
sheep in country that stacked up next to the Yukon border along the glaciated, icecapped coastline of Alaska. To access this hunting area, he traveled by boat and
followed a 1898 gold rush water trail on the 100-mile-long arm of Tagish Lake.

Landis and his guide backtracked along the lake about 50 miles. They planned a
three-night backpack trip up this large mountain. "We climbed and climbed and it
took all day to make it above the timberline. We carried a lot of weight, including
my bedding and tent, the 16 mm camera and the tripod, and my 30-0-6 rifle." Once
on top of the mountain, the tundra stretched out in all directions and the clouds spit
sprinkles. The men made camp and waited until morning.

At dawn, they hiked about three hours. They crawled up to the cliff s edge and
peered over, spotting three sheep about a half-mile away. The guide coaxed Landis
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to shoot because the ram was a trophy-sized Dall sheep, maybe a 44-incher.
Landis hesitated because he thought they might be overestimating the size of the
ram's horns, but soon agreed it was a big one.

They crept within shooting range. Landis shot but missed. The ram bolted for some
rocks. He quickly shot again. This time the hunter hit the target The ram's horns
measured 47 inches. They stuffed the horns and as much meat as they could fit into
their backpacks. Laden with unpadded packs weighing well over 100 pounds, they
set off down the mountain trudging some 10 miles from the 5,000 foot elevation.
They boated north on the seemingly endless lake, then made a portage before
traveling by canoe 15 miles to their cabin at the far end of Tulshi Lake. With high
winds, they motored through whitecaps blowing spray on swells. They worried
about capsizing, so Landis tied the sheep horns to the canoe.

Exhausted, chilled and wet, the two men arrived at the cabin at one in the morning.
Landis' dad and other guides came out into the late evening Ught to admire the 47inch horns as they lay near the hunter's feet It was a bittersweet moment Landis
knew he would no longer have an incentive to hunt sheep because he could never
find a bigger ram. "This is my last sheep hunt," he told his dad. 'T don't know how
he took that"

After moving to Montana, Landis hunted deer and half-heartedly for bighorn
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sheep. By then, Landis' days for peering through cross-hairs were
numbered. His passion for watching wildlife won him over. The urge to
experience wildlife through a movie camera lens replaced his desire to view
animals through the scope of a gun. "I always thought it was more fun to watch
elk rut than to kill sheep anyway." The fall of '72 was Landis' last hunt. He
never hunted again.

*

*

*

A

t 11:10 a.m., Landis' knees sink into the snow as he "post holes" his way

down to the dead elk. The carcass is mostly intact. He ponders why few

scavengers ate dinner here last night. Landis hangs his recording deck in a
prickly spruce tree and aims the microphone at the dead animal. He hopes to
record sounds of scavengers, so Landis flips the recorder switch to "On," then
labors his way back up the hill.

12:15 p.m.: Landis eats lunch with a Chicago businessman who is vacationing for
a few days in a cabin near Cooke City. The man is a wolf enthusiast and hopes
to hear a few tidbits of wolf happenings. The businessman fixes chili and pizza.

For Landis, the norm is to eat from behind a steering wheel or seated with his

back to a boulder. An apple. Diet Pepsi and a sandwich will often do. After
a long day in the cold, Landis infrequently rewards himself with a meal in a
Gardiner restaurant. Halibut or prime rib and a Killians beer will do. But
usually he goes home to his cabin. He prefers to thaw his chilled bones in the
privacy and solitude of a hot tub perched on a cliff overlooking the Yellowstone
River, thinking. Landis steams broccoli and cauliflower, then rubs his fingers
through his malamute's silky fluff before crawling into bed.

12:50 p.m.: Landis returns to the elk carcass. As his car rolls to a stop, a flock of
ravens squawk. The ravens scatter overhead with strings of elk meat draped
like worms from their black beaks. Landis removes the recording deck from the
spruce, then uses the hood of his car as a table to load film inside a black
changing bag. Then he waits along the road.

During the snowy months, Landis often works near the park road because deep
snow makes it impossible to pack 70 pounds of gear and keep up with lightfooted wolves. Besides, there's an unwritten rule in the Lamar: Don't push the
wolves. While Landis respects the wolves space, well-meaning people don't
always respect his.

Ray Paunovich, a wildlife cinematographer who has filmed wildlife for 22 years,
said Landis sometimes leaves people with the wrong impression. "There are

times when Bob can be very sociable and there are other times when he
doesn't even know you exist. Some people who don't know Bob as well, or as
long as I have, find that objectionable. During those particular times he's maybe
preoccupied with something else and just doesn't have time. I think he's a
terrific guy and he's very dedicated. He'll sit out in freezing conditions for days
on end. Thaf s why he gets what he gets."

Land is' partner. Dale Johnson, describes him as gentle and somewhat reserved.
"He can have little bits of exasperation sometimes, with people, generally
speaking."

Last spring, a Missoula, Mont., women packed a group of Missoula highschoolers to Yellowstone to look for wolves. While rummaging through
sagebrush, the teens found a pair of elk antlers and brought them back toward
the car.

Landis drove up in his car and sternly told the kids they had to put the antlers
back where they found them. Landis believes in the preservation of the park's
natural features, so he threatened to call the ranger. "I got upset about them
carrying out the antlers because if s illegal. Antlers are supposed to remain in the
park, plus hikers enjoy finding a big set of 8-point antlers."
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2:30 p.m.: Landis drives about 12 miles east and stops near the Lamar
Canyon. The air temperature climbs to a balmy 45 degrees. He removes his
heavy coat, revealing one of his favorite T-shirts. "International Wildlife Film
Festival" is printed across the top. Below the words are walruses swimming on
a filmstrip. Landis crouches next to the Lamar River and aims his microphone at
floating ice. He waits for ice to crack and collide with small icebergs. Sounds of
spring.

2:50 p.m.: Nothing is happening. Landis drives to a pullout in the road and flips
through a few pages of a John Grisham paperback. On the floor behind the driver's
seat lie two tattered paperbacks: "Justice Denied" and "Falsely Accused." Landis
likes mystery thrillers, ones with a good plot, involving courtroom drama.

"Reading is the greatest source of patience I know," he said. But a mystery will
occasionally absorb his attention at the wrong moment "I'll be reading along and
I'll come to the end of the book, and I've caught myself ignoring wildlife behavior
that's happening right in front of me just so I can finish the book."

Interrupting Landis' reading, wolf researchers drive up in a pickup to tell Landis
that the Druid wolves have not moved from their obscure morning location.
They tell him the park's wildlife research pilot observed four wolves and saw
them sleeping in the snow next to a fresh elk kill. With the pack's third kill in
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three days, the researchers do not expect the wolves to move within view.

Landis' experience tells him thaf s about it for today, but he wasn't always so
knowledgeable about the elusive nature of wolves. Twenty-seven years earlier,
he'd taken a high-school student to McKinley Park. While hiking along a
braided stream, they saw a large wolf harassing a grizzly bear about 300 yards out
on the flats. Eventually, the bear wandered off, but they thought it peculiar that the
wolf was so bold. Soon after, the student found a den hole, thinking it was a home
for a fox. He heard growls down in the hole, then a wolf came dashing out Each
startled, ''the wolf and the student both split," Landis said.

For the next eight weeks Landis and his student-assistant followed that wolf pack.
They sneaked within a quarter-mile of the wolf den, but the wolves always detected
them. "One time the wolves moved the den upstream from our location, maybe
because they saw us. I'm not sure." The next night Landis and the student made
camp near the wolves' former den. Around dusk, an adult wolf, appearing
distressed, approached the camp and barked and howled at them. Then they
realized why. "We saw this wolf pup peering out the den hole."

Near dark, they stuffed the tent in their packs and waded an icy stream in order to
put distance between themselves and the den. Several wolves followed, often
stopping to bark and howl at the intruders. After making a new camp about a half-
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mile away. Landis realized he left his light meter near the den. So back he went,
wading the leg-numbing stream in the dark. Again, the wolves followed him,
barking and howling. The next day the wolves again moved their den, and Land is
followed. This time Landis and the student kept their distance. "I had no idea I was
doing wrong. At that point in my career, I didn't realize it was unethical to displace
or bother the wolves."

*

*

*

L

andis' interest in himting died slowly. Before his first trip to Alaska, he
wanted to leam more about the wildlife that he hunted and filmed. He

bought several wildlife books, but Adolph Murie's book, "A Naturalist in Alaska,"
was the primer that touched him. Murie's book offered the hunter-filmmaker a new
perspective of the value and meaning of wildlife — thoughts he had never
considered.

Murie was already a well-respected National Park Service wildlife scientist who
devoted his life to wildlife research. As a U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and
National Park Service employee, Murie had worked with wolves in Isle Royale
National Park in Michigan, bears in Wyoming, elk in the Olympics and coyotes in
Arizona and Yellowstone. Murie 's numerous scientific journal writings and five
wildlife books revealed his thoughtful and meticulous wildlife findings.

In 1965, Murie concentrated on wolves in McBonley National Park. That was
Landis' first summer there, and eventually the 25-year-old would meet the man he
admired. Landis would study Murie's determination and learned that the scientist
would take however long was necessary to paint an accurate picture of an animars
behavior — the hallmark of Murie's work.

At that juncture in Landis' life, the desire to hunt trophy animals remained close to
his heart Although he ate the meat of what he shot, the larger reward was to hunt
horns to hang on the wall. Murie's writings and stature as a naturalist at work in
McKinley, however, enlightened him. "I was fascinated with the idea that you
could enjoy an animal without killing it"

Early in their first McKinley Park trip, the Landises were watching wolves on the
tundra when they spotted a Volkswagen bus parked along the road. The man and
woman inside studied a herd of caribou. The Landises soon realized the couple was
Adolph Murie and his wife, Louise. For the next two weeks they would pass
Murie's VW bus. "We would wave. They'd wave back," Landis said. The yoimg
couple wanted to meet the Muries, but they couldn't muster up the courage. "I've
never been one to push myself on anybody. In those days I was bashful and more
shy than I am now. After two weeks of doing this we finally got up enough courage
to introduce ourselves."

During the next few weeks, Landis pursued his filmmaking,

often while standing

near Murie. The two men became friends and shared thoughts about caribou and
wolf sightings, talked of bear behavior and shared tidbits about their families
back in the Lower 48. While waiting to make images of wildlife, the young
filmmaker would listen intently as Murie told visitors about the East Fork wolf
pups, or share information about gulls, moose or mice.

Landis found the natural behavior of wildlife fascinating. Listening to Murie, he
learned about a bear's daily activity patterns, including feeding habits, where and
when they would den, and when they would mate. He learned of the social
hierarchy among wolves, and how they would care for their pups. Murie's attitude
and caring philosophy for wild animals hit home.

Landis would tell Murie stories about himting in Canada for these "'big-headed
sheep." Every once in a while Murie would slip in a comment "Watching animals
can be a valuable experience, too." Murie said that he, too, was a hunter. But
killing an animal for the sake of killing did not interest him. He, too, shot
caribou or moose for food, but for subsistence. The meat not only provided food
for the wildlife scientist, but also kept his sled dogs alive during prolonged
winter sled trips into McKinley Park and the Brooks Range.
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"Adolph would listen to my hunting tales and never belittle me for hunting
or scoff at the idea. He always let it be known there was more to wildlife than
simply hunting. Animals were also to be watched. He helped me realize that
wildlife could be enjoyed in other ways, like observing their behavior."

"He probably thought I was a know-it-all hunter with a hxmter's mentality of killing
for the ego, but I understand now. Today when Tm filming in Yellowstone Park
and hunters stop by and say, 'We could fill our bag right here, today,' I realize how I
might have come across back then,"

Those next few years, Landis continued to stalk mountain sheep during the waning
weeks of each summer, but not before traveling to McKinley Park to zoom in on
wildlife and share a friendship with Adolph Murie. The last time the Landis couple
saw Adolph and Louise was in 1970. They drove to Moose, Wyo., to share
Christmas with the aging couple. Adolph was in poor health that holiday season.
By that time, though, Murie's work ethic and friendship

had gone a long way to

impress the young filmmaker. Adolph died three years later.

Murie's tools were a pad and a pencil, and Landis' ammo became film. Like
Adolph Murie, Bob Landis adopted the determination to paint a true picture of an
animal's nature.
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*

*

*

A

t 3:15 p.m., the sun is already sinking in the western sky. Landis again

drives back to the morning carcass site. Two other photographers and

one photographer-shadow wait there. Three coyotes are bedded in the snow
about one mile out on the flats. On a distant snowbank, Landis films two ravens
playing volleyball with a chunk of ice.

5:20 p.m.: The sun falls below the foothills and the temperature plummets.
Landis inspects The Thunderer, a mountain emerging out of the timber across
from Soda Butte Creek. The city-size piece of granite flumes in the evening sun.
Landis prepares his time-lapse camera to record 5-second intervals of the sun's
shadow crawling across the snowy meadow and up the mountain's face.

5:30 p.m. Next to the road, Landis leaves the time-lapse camera on the tripod to
expose the mountain on its own. If s going to take a while, so Landis drives east.
While eyeing the timber's edge for wolves, he recalls a key sequence he'd filmed
three months earher.

Elk were running for their lives, circling in a flurry of flying snow as eight
members of the Druid pack pursued them. The chase ended in front of Landis'
telephoto lens. An elk calf died a swift death. However, the next two months
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dragged on, Landis ran out of luck. For reasons unknown, few elk wintered
in the Lamar and the wolves disappeared with their prey. Each day in February,
he made monotonous early morning drives from Gardiner to the Lamar. He
glassed the hills, waiting in the cold for 28 days for the wolves to return; all he
had to show for his work was one shot of a lone wolf, and the image was too
dark to use.

A few years ago even a poor image of a wolf in Yellowstone would have been
amazing. Landis' "Elk of the Northern Herd" film aired eight years before the
reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone. The film shows elk strung out over
Yellowstone's plateau like wildebeest stretched across the Serengeti. The film's
point No predators pose a serious threat to Yellowstone's elk, hence the enormous
numbers. In the film, the narrator says, "The grizzly is not fast enough to catch an
elk ... and the coyote isn't big enough to kill an elk .... the missing link is the wolf...
the wolf should be returned to Yellowstone to make the tapestry complete."

Landis doesn't believe any one of his films made a difference in the public's attitude
toward the wolf s return to Yellowstone, but the cumulative effect of all his films
might have shed Ught on the wolf s missing role. Before the 1995 reintroduction of
wolves to Yellowstone, Landis hadn't seen a wolf in all his 30 years of filming in the
park. "For selfish reasons," he said, "I agreed with the reintroduction of wolves in
Yellowstone. Without the artificially introduced wolves, the natural repopulation of
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wolves moving into Yellowstone from Canada probably wouldn't have
occurred in my lifetime."

7:10 p.m.: If s almost dark. The time-lapse camera still makes pictures. A
blanket of cold air settles into the valley: If s suddenly 24 degrees. With numb
fingers, Landis dismantles his camera as the light fades. The Thunderer looms
out of the twilight, peaceful and frozen.

7:20 p.m.: The camera gear is packed. Landis pushes tight his car's hatehback
trunk, then settles into the driver's seat He flips the heater switeh to "High"
and accelerates to 45 mph. In about an hour he'll be back at his Gardiner cabin.
Meanwhile, he'll think of wolves and elk and ravens and of other things. Only
266 more days to go, then the camera work phase of the National Geographic
wolf film should be done.

atural history films may not be as "natural" as they appear. With time and
costs often dictating how a film is made, how does a wildlife
cinematographer paint a true picture of an animal in the wild? Given the economics,
if s not always possible to send a filmmaker into the wild to wait 300 days for an
elusive animal to cooperate. It might be easier to cheat Faking it might make a
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better story.

The Denver Post reported in 1996 that Walt Disney once faked the mass suicide of
lemmings by pushing them to their deaths from cliffs near downtown Calgary,
Alberta. Disney incorrectly showed the world that thousands of the rodents
march off cliffs, killing themselves by plunging head-first into the sea. Scientists
later said that lemmings never intentionally kill themselves, but occasionally
drown during migrations across the sea.

The Denver Post also reported that "Wild BCingdom" stuffed a road-killed deer
full of jelly beans and cookies to get a tame bear to appear to scavenge on a
carcass. Marty Stouffer's film, "'Wolverine Country," showed ""wild" wolverines
in the Bob Marshall Wilderness, but it was later discovered that the animals
were captive wolverines and the scenes were staged in a pen.

A former Stouffer cameraman, Ray Paunovich, filmed wolverines at a Montana
game farm that were depicted as being in the wilderness. But today Paunovich
is critical of staging wildlife in an unnatural setting. Like Landis, the former
Stouffer cameraman now films wildlife in the wild.

Paunovich acknowledged Landis' tenacity at gathering his material, and that
he's a keen observer of wild nuances. "If he were left alone to produce those
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kinds of things, I think the people would be surprised at the kind of
audience reaction he would get But I don't think that will ever happen on TV
You have to compromise."

Producers hold that carrot out there - the money, Paunovich said. "If s sort of
like the gold and the rule. The person who has the gold controls the rule. You
wind up saying yes to something that maybe you wouldn't want to say yes to."
Producers are motivated to attract a particular audience: consumers. "They
[producers] want violence or cruelty. They want the same thing TV puts on.
News. Ratings."

"The sad part about the natural history business is that the people who
ultimately have the most say, the most control, are the people farthest removed
from it. They' re not the people who really understand nature or wildlife or what
a good wildlife story is," Paunovich said.

During the editing phase of Landis' National Geographic film, "Realm of the
Coyote," Landis and a Yellowstone coyote researcher advised the Geographic
scriptwriter. Landis' and the researcher's goal was to accurately depict natural
coyote behavior in Yellowstone. Unfortunately, Landis said the National
Geographic scriptwriter, under a lot of pressure, twisted the biological facts.
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The writer developed an anthropomorphic story revolving around the life
and times of one particular coyote, an animal the scriptwriter named "Cain."
The script had many biblical references in it. Furthermore, the script called for
"Cain," a subordinate male, to be kicked out of his pack by the more dominant
coyotes. Landis said no research suggested that behavior occurs in the wild. In
Landis' 30 years of extensive filming and observing coyotes in Yellowstone, he
had never witnessed that behavior. He said young coyotes ordinarily disperse
on their own accord. The script also suggested "Cain" was ousted from his pack
because he mated with the alpha female, but Landis said that situation wouldn't
occur.

This story makes for an intriguing tale, Landis said. " 'You screw around with
my mate, you're going to get beat up. That really bothered me. Viewers were
led to believe thaf s typical coyote social behavior. They see this interaction on
television. National Geographic shows how this happens, therefore if s fact
And if s not true."

Landis said he and the coyote researcher argued with Geographic about the
biological inaccuracies of the script, but it did little good. Connie Landis helped
write complaint letters and her husband made numerous calls, but they were
powerless to change the "Cain" story. "That was not a happy time," she said.
"The script was something we weren't very proud of."

Natural history filmmaker Hugh Miles is known for telling the story like it is.
Miles has made about 50 wildlife films for distributors such as the British
Broadcasting Company and National Geographic. His film ''Realm of the Ice
Bear" is Landis' favorite. Landis views Miles as the top natural history
filmmaker in the world. "Hugh Miles' images of tigers, leopards, mountain
lions and eagles are absolutely impeccable."

Four years ago. Miles spent 14 months in the Chilean Andes making friends with
a wild puma, the first complete story of the puma filmed in the wild. Miles was
patient He did not use bait or cages or schemes to lure the animal. "He does a
fine job with wildlife behavior and I admire people who can sit there for days
and get the real thing," Landis said.

Neither Landis nor Paunovich or Miles desire to be part of pushing lemmings off
cliffs, or stuffing dead deer full of candy. But compromises are made. The
bottom line is that producing true wildlife films takes time. There's no way to
create a real wildlife film in six months unless a filmmaker is unbelievably
lucky, Paunovich said. "If you want to make an animal show, like what Marty
Stouffer does, and like what 'Wild Kingdom used to do, than you can probably
do it in three weeks if you have access to all the animals that you want."
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Filming in the wild offers a number of difficulties. Filmmakers must work
and live in isolated locations, face extreme weather conditions and still not have
a guarantee that an animal will show. And making a "natural" history film can
get expensive. A typical one-hour natural history film will cost $500,000 to $1
million. Paunovich told The Denver Post that filming in a natural habitat may
add $100,000 to the cost of a wildlife film, but the results are worth it "What we
found out, in spending enough time, is that the animals do stuff we never
anticipated."

Dr. Charles Jonkel, bear expert and founder of the International Wildlife Film
Festival, may know Landis' filming ethic as well as anybody. Landis has
entered his films off and on since the festival's creation 22 years ago. He's
watched Landis grow from a shy, amateur filmmaker to a seasoned professional.
This year Jonkel spent several days in Yellowstone watching Landis film wolves.
"He's been out there for weeks and for months and I know a lot of people in the
business would give up and they'd go and shoot captive animals."

"Yellowstone — Realm of the Coyote," a Landis film funded by National
Geographic, was the first time Landis filmed animals at a game farm. The script
called for a shot of an otter swimming underwater, but Landis said capturing the
scene in Yellowstone's wild wasn't practical. "I don't mind filming captive
animals under a controlled setting if there's no possible way of getting that
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footage in the wild," he said.

Three captive-animal shots were ultimately used in the coyote film. Three shots
out of 350, total. "Take all the thousands of feet I've taken over the years — game
farm images are a trace of 1 percent," Landis said. "I feel I can out-compete
captive animal filmmakers because my work is natural and most of it is difficult
to duplicate in a pen anyway. If at all possible. Til avoid using game farm
animals because I enjoy being in the wild and watching wild animals."

Jonkel doesn't have a problem with staging some wildlife scenes, especially in
difficult situations where a close-up or special shot is needed, as long as the viewers
are told. If a filmmaker has a legitimate reason for staging a scene - as long as it is
acknowledged, Jonkel can live with that Jonkel doesn't have to second-guess
Landis. "He's so honest, I think that it hurts. I think he's made his work hard, but
that's the way he wants to do it He wants to be totally honest and he won't cut
comers, so it makes his work hard."

Computer enhancement of wildlife imagery is another ethical concern. In the
making of Landis' otter film, two coyotes surprised a river otter too far from its
hole in the ice. The otter high-tailed it back to its hole, but had to repeatedly
spin around to fight Before plunging into its safe haven, the otter bit one of the
coyotes on the nose with its razor-sharp teeth.

A filmmaker working alone in the wild has only one chance - one focal-length,
one vantage point and one opportunity to focus on the animals exchanging
blows. To show the audience the raw footage - the unedited version in real time
— without a close-up would be to show the most boring footage ever presented,
Landis said.

While editing the otter film, Landis noticed the wide-shot showed blood on the
coyote's nose, but the close-up did not. Thaf s because the two shots were of two
individual coyotes filmed at different times. What does an editor do? The
editor can send the filmmaker back into the wild to spend possibly 40 years
waiting to get a coyote with blood on its nose running in the same direction with
similar weather conditions. In this situation, Landis used a computer to add a
red hue to the coyote's nose.

Ethical? Landis agrees computer enhancement of images approaches the realm
of manipulation. "There's a gray area between what is straight wildlife
filmmaking where you never stop the camera, which is unrealistic and
absolutely ridiculous, to the point where the footage is completely fabricated by
computer manipulation. So, we chose to move into a central area that is
considered a gray area, but I still put it on the OK side."
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A natural history film should duplicate as near as possible what really
occurs in the wild, he said. "I've got a reality vision that takes away from the
purest point of view. That may involve moving some things around so they're
not in the same order. It may involve using animals that were filmed at a
different time. But the essence of the cut sequence should be the same as
actually occurred in the wild. Thaf s a great goal."

"k
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eptember 26. On the heels of a passing afternoon storm, Landis departs his

Gardiner cabin as the sun sinks in the southwestern sky. After a morning
drizzle, an autumn cold front blows through and the sky clears briskly in the north.

In the two seasons that have come and gone since March, Landis has steadily
gone about his business of searching for and filming wolves. Some days he was
successful, but on most he wasn't. And the filmmaking wasn't without the usual
seasonal frustrations: traffic, hundreds of tourists, hot weather and the task of
seizing close-up images of elusive wolves and their new pups.

During the height of the hot weather and Yellowstone crowds, Landis traveled
to Los Angeles to show National Geographic a compilation of nine months
worth of Yellowstone wolf footage. The producers and editors were pleased to

see the amount and quahty of film: wolves encountering each other, and
coyotes, bison, elk, ravens and fox. From this point forward, Landis was told to
focus on more wolves and their brown-bodied, long-eared wapiti prey.

4:30 p.m.: Landis pulls off the park highway onto a service road just north of Indian
Creek Campground. His car rolls to a stop next to a locked gate. On the ground
next to the car, Landis packs camera gear for an evening shoot He wears baggy
faded jeans with orange-ringed thermal socks protruding from his talus-scarred
leather hiking boots, a faded-blue chamois shirt, sunglasses and baseball hat
Landis' 70-pound pack is stuffed full of bulky metal cameras and extra metal
containers of 16 mm movie film and film gadgets. A large tripod is strapped to one
side of his pack. Beginning his mile-long hike, Landis makes his way around the
gate and hobbles with a severe limp down the gravel road winding through
lodgepole pine. Lately, he has been plagued by a ruptured disk in his back.

Landis' destination is a little perch in the land that offers a captain's chair view of
Gardners Hole, a 4-mile-wide by 6-mile-long meadow full of sedges and carexes
growing in clumps on the buckled, brown hills. Panther Creek winds through the
rolling grassland. Across the meadow, Quandrant Moimtain, Antler Peak, Dome
Mountain and Mount Holmes rise up out of a vast spruce-fir forest A few
menacing storm clouds hover over the 10,000-foot peaks, but scattered sunbeams
shoot through the billows and paint the landscape with scattered, angled light Nine
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miles to the northwest. Electric Peak's top third is dusted with the season's first
snow. The sky there is baby doll blue, and the mountain juts out of the landscape
like a colossal pile of stage-lit rock.

5:20 p.m.: "Erreeeeeeough! E-uh! Erreeeeeeough! E-uh," a bugle call comes from
way out there. Landis sits on a portable foam pad that folds out as a chair. He stares
through binoculars at a bull elk standing near seven cows.

The elk are about a mile away, not within range of Landis' 1100mm lens. If s only a
couple of days after the autumn equinox, a time when bull elk fight for the right to
herd and mate cows. From this same perch two mornings ago, Landis filmed two
bulls crashing headfirst into one another, pushing and shoving with their bony
antlers. Landis hopes to film another fight tonight

A minute later, a less bold ''Erreeeeeeough! E-uh," comes from another direction.
The bugle comes from an invisible bull hidden somewhere in the scattered timber to
Landis' left, about a mile from the first bellow. Although the first bull and his cows
are within filming range of his long lens, Landis' equipment remains in his pack.
The bull stands attentive, listening.

6:30 p.m.: Rain begins to patter lightly o f f Landis' bulky frame pack. Glassing the
hills one last time, Landis packs his seat pad and binoculars. Sitting on the grass
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with outstretched legs, he slips each arm into the straps of the pack. Nearly
falling over, Landis gets to his knees. Groaning, he stands erect and hip-hobbles
through sagebrush and light rain to the service road leading to his car.
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t has taken Bob Landis 40 years to come this far with his career. The most

pivotal point of his wildlife filmmaking profession was the grizzly-caribou

fight in the McKinley Park stream. That exp>erience taught him the value of
adequate equipment, but it would take eight more years before he could afford a
professional-quality camera that would record for 11 minutes.

Fortunately, another wildlife cinematographer, Charlie Harris, filmed the attack
while standing next to Landis. Harris used a longer telephoto lens and didn't run
out of film. Within six months, a producer from Alaska called Landis and wanted to
buy the grizzly-caribou footage. Harris and Landis pooled their film, cut and
spliced their scenes and created a complete sequence. They split the $2,000 stock
footage sale.

Later, Landis donated some of his grizzly-caribou footage for use in the National
Park film, "Denali Wilderness." Most of that footage became public domain. The
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sequence that Landis and Harris created together, however, was copyrighted.
Years later, in the mid-'80s, several producers, thinking all the footage was free for
the taking, made a video that included the copyrighted portion of the grizzlycaribou fight Landis notified the producer of the video that he was using
copyrighted material. ''Well, once you catch somebody after the fact, you can almost
name your own price," Landis said. That brought Landis and Harris another
$7,000. "I would guess I personally have made around $30,000 over the years from
that one sequence."

Landis said that footage of a bear killing a caribou in Alaska was key in gaining him
instant fame in the world of wildlife filmmaking. "There's no question that that
event became a major turning point in my career. To this day it was the most
important event I ever filmed."

Today, Landis attributes much of his success to the International Wildlife Film
Festival, a showcase of films in Missoula, Mont, that has fostered knowledge
and understanding of wildlife and its habitat for 22 years. "All the stock footage
sales I made, all the contracts I had, all came by either meeting people there or
by referrals from acquaintances I met there." That first year of the festival,
Landis entered a film titled, "Bald Eagle Master Fisherman." His first film won
the amateur category. After the '77 festival, Landis sold eagle and bear footage
to actor Lome Greene so he could complete a film for the "Last of the
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Wilderness" television series. ""The people who ran that [Greene's]
organization turned out to be shysters," Landis said. They were supposed to
share 10 percent of the income. "I never got paid, so I hired a lawyer and we
settled for a third of what we expected." The experience soured Landis on
dealing with people in the film business. From then on, he made sure film
buyers had a reputation he could count on.

In 1983, a new producer representing Lome Greene's organization again
contacted Landis. They'd changed the name of the show to "Lome Greene's
New Wilderness."

"The new producers fell all over themselves apologizing for past mistakes and
promised they were a clean-run outfit." He sold them $20,000 worth of coyote
footage for a coyote film. With that money, Landis bought his first professional
16mm film camera, a major upgrade. The $14,000 expense shocked Connie. It
was more than she made in an entire year of teaching art "I didn't raise the roof
or cry or stomp my foot or anything. But I did ask quite a few questions, and, of
course, it tumed out to be a wonderful investment"

In 1991, Landis worked on the film, "Catch Me If You Can," a children's wildlife
film. Landis had an English teacher friend prooifread the script and offer input
"Sometimes the script would come back looking like a kid's term paper. It was
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full of red marks. But he didn t spare the effort and he didn't spare red
marks and the script was better for that"

While editing that fall and winter, Landis drove most weekends from Billings to
Helena, Mont., to edit with a friend. They worked late into Friday night, all day
Saturday, and most of Sunday. "I would drive back to Billings and get home
about 11 at night. It was a struggle."

Another milestone in Landis' career came in 1992. By that time, he and Johnson
had made three more films and had accumulated a large library of coyote
footage that included a lot of new behavior since his first coyote film, "Song
Dog." Until that point in his filmmaking career, all of his films were selffinanced. This time Landis wanted to find a buyer upfront, an organizaHon that
would take financial responsibility for a new coyote film and pay him a
cameraman's day rate.

He first approached the executive producer of Nature. Six months elapsed
before he learned the producer hadn't even looked at his footage. Over the next
11/2 years, Landis' coyote film proposal ping-ponged between Nature and
National Geographic, suspended in a cloud of indecision.

After Landis had nearly given up on the film. Geographic gave tentative

approval to do the film. According to Landis' contract. Geographic had 10
weeks to decide. Twelve weeks passed, so Landis called Nature and said that
Geographic didn't want it Nature did. "I called Geographic and told them, 'I'm
taking the film to Nature if you don't decide within the next week.' " A week
later, Landis received a letter of understanding from Geographic for a one-hour
National Geographic "Explorer" piece. Shooting for "Realm of the Coyote"
began in November 1993. Two years later the film went on to win a
cinematography award and an Emmy nomination.

Before completion of the coyote film, Landis approached Geographic about an
otter film. "They flat-out rejected that." So Landis took the idea to Nature. After
viewing Landis' otter footage, the producers gave the idea a thumbs-up. Six
months later, Landis had a contract to make a film that would be co-produced by
both Nature and Partridge Films. Shooting for "Yellowstone Otters" began
December '95 and aired on television in January 1998.

*

*

*

D

ecember 1998. Snow once again blankets the Lamar Valley. A year of
filming wolves in Yellowstone has come full circle. Almost a year has

passed since Landis spent Christmas Eve with a few wild friends, a time when
few people were thinking about wolves.

On the eve before Christmas in Yellowstone, Landis sits alone in the dark in his
Subaru parked along the frozen Park Service road, not far from Cooke City.
Landis wears his usual winter parka and wool pants. It's 25 below zero, but
both windows are rolled down. He has a sound recorder in his lap connected to
a directional microphone pointed uphill. He listens into the blackness of the
wilderness through headphones, hoping for a Christmas hymn from a few wild
friends. The chorus begins. Landis' tape deck rolls. Bouncing off the
mountains, a solo wolf howl boomerangs into the snowy night Other wolves
quickly join in and harmonize. The chorus fills the valley in stereo, a concert
Landis will later call, "A Christmas Serenade."

After the National Geographic Yellowstone wolf film, whaf s next for Bob
Landis? Unless he makes a film about Yellowstone's ravens, there's little he
hasn't filmed in America's oldest national park. But Landis recently received a
tentative invitation to work as a cameraman for his favorite wildlife filmmaker,
Hugh Miles, for a Yellowstone "Living Edens" film. Working for the world's
best natural history cinematographer is one more feather in Landis' cap.

Retirement? Connie doubts her husband will ever retire from making wildlife
films. Even if he wasn't paid, "He'd keep filming," she says. "He'd just keep
doing it" Bob's dad filmed ducks until he was 80 years old. "I plan to film until I
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can't carry a camera anymore because there's always something different
happening. That's what makes it so exciting."

After some prodding, Landis admits he hasn't thought much about quitting what he
loves. "Whaf s going to fill this amazing void that occupies 90 percent of my time?"
Landis doesn't have exact answers, but says black-and-white still photography
excites him, plus he'd like to travel more. Although he's pounded the Alaska
Highway, explored considerable chunks of British Columbia, summered repeatedly
in Denali Park, and labored 30 years in Yellowstone, there are places he wants to go.
"There's a lot of the United States that I haven't seen. I'd like to go back to Europe
again."

During a vacation to Europe in the summer of 1988, Bob and Connie heard on the
news that Yellowstone was on fire. Although they were just a few days into their
trip, Connie said Bob wanted go home. "I said, no way, we've got more time
here.' " They remained in Europe. How important is Bob Landis' passion for
making films about wildlife? "Number one, with flashing lights and neons and
bells and whistles," Connie said. "It's his life. It's his mind. It's his body — It's aU of
that"

Dale Johnson said he and his partner have often hiked the hills of Denali
National Park and Yellowstone. A few years ago the two filmmakers took
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different routes in search of otters. Toward the end of the daV/ Johnson saw
Landis walking across a meadow with mountains jutting out of the horizon.
Johnson zoomed in on his partner of 16 years. Landis carried an enormous pack
that must have weighed 100 pounds. Johnson then slowly widened the image,
showing Landis as part of this vast space of untamed mountains. "That scene
seems so typical of Bob. If s an image of Bob I carry around in my mind."

Beyond filming wolves, though, Landis' 30 years worth of stock footage is filled
with enough extraordinary shots of coyotes, bears, elk, bison, otters, wolves,
eagles and ravens, to make four or five comprehensive natural history films.
Given that the average cost of a wildlife film is around $750,000, Landis' stock
library threatens to make him a wealthy man.

But that shouldn't change Landis. Next September maybe he'll have more time
to visit his old leather couch and admire the Dall sheep and wolf art hanging on
his cabin walls. Or maybe he'll fumble through some of his many wildlife films,
or read more mystery books. Probably not.

Next fall, as Gardiner's football team once again takes the practice field among
rutting elk, the Green Bay Packers' quarterback should be tossing bombs at the
end zone. Perhaps the filmmaker with a passion for stalking wild animals might
have a little more time to watch his favorite team. Probably not.

And as the National Geographic Yellowstone wolf film takes center stage in
prime time, Connie will be serving popcorn in front of a TV for a small gathering
in Billings, ready to take notes. But her husband should be somewhere in
Yellowstone, standing behind a stout black tripod, waiting for another wildlife
moment.

If he's lucky. Bob Landis will make it home to watch one of his films air on
television for the very first time. Probably not.

#
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